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Abstract
In this research, we study the problem of font image skeletonization using an end-to-end deep adversarial
network, in contrast with the state-of-the-art methods that use mathematical algorithms. Several studies have
been concerned with skeletonization, but a few have utilized deep learning. Further, no study has considered
generative models based on deep neural networks for font character skeletonization, which are more delicate
than natural objects. In this work, we take a step closer to producing realistic synthesized skeletons of font
characters. We consider using an end-to-end deep adversarial network, SkelGAN, for font-image skeletonization,
in contrast with the state-of-the-art methods that use mathematical algorithms. The proposed skeleton generator
is proved superior to all well-known mathematical skeletonization methods in terms of character structure,
including delicate strokes, serifs, and even special styles. Experimental results also demonstrate the dominance
of our method against the state-of-the-art supervised image-to-image translation method in font character
skeletonization task.
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1. Introduction
Skeletonization (also termed as thinning) is a widely used technique for extracting the skeleton of an
object by reducing its dimensionality. A skeleton is a compressed and simple, yet a highly effective
representation of 2D (even 3D) objects. Skeletonization reduces a binary image to a one-pixel-width
representation, and is important in image processing and computer vision, such as in face or fingerprint
recognition [1], detection of specular tumors on mammograms or blood vessels [2], natural street-object
recognition [3], text identification [4,5], and human action recognition [6].
Several skeletonization algorithms have been proposed. They are primarily categorized into two
classes: iterative and non-iterative. In the former, skeletons are generated by examining and deleting the
contour pixels in a repetitive manner either sequentially or in parallel, whereas in the latter, skeletons are
obtained in a non-repetitive manner, that is, not all pixels are examined. Some of the most commonly
used skeleton extraction techniques include morphological thinning [7], geometric methods based on
Voronoi diagrams [8], and methods based on distance transformations, in which the goal is to extract the
skeleton using a non-pixel-based approach in order to reduce the time complexity [9]. A detailed survey
on skeletonization methods is provided in [10].
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Font character skeletonization is also a challenging problem where each character has its own delicate
structure and style. Furthermore, the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK) based languages which consist
of a large number of characters with complex structures and shapes make this skeletonization task even
more challenging. Most of these mathematical methods [11-13] can be used for skeleton generation of
text-images, however, these approaches may result in disjointedness. Furthermore, they may attach
complicated elements and generate serious artifacts as well as non-realistic images. Even though some
of these issues are acceptable, the handling of delicate aspects, such as special stokes/slant/serif details,
is an issue and requires post-processing techniques for pruning these artifacts [10,14].
Recently, deep neural networks have been highly successful in various computer vision tasks, such as
image classification, image segmentation, object detection, and image synthesis. Generative models
based on convolutional neural networks, such as autoencoders [15], variational autoencoders [16], and
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [17], are widely used for image synthesis. All these methods
primarily represent data in the latent feature space, from which images are synthesized using a decoder.
GANs additionally incorporate an adversarial network that facilitates the synthesis of high-quality images
using a minimax game formulation. This ability of generative models to represent the data in the latent
feature space could be exploited for font character skeletonization without any post-processing
techniques in an end-to-end manner.
In this paper, we propose a skeleton generator, SkelGAN, for synthesizing font-character skeletons.
The method is primarily targeted at Korean Hangul characters, but it can also be adopted for alphabets
or Chinese characters as shown in Section 4.5.2. We demonstrate that the proposed deep-learning method
is more effective than existing mathematical methods in generating font skeletons. The proposed
SkleGAN is constructed using deep neural networks in an end-to-end manner. The generated fontcharacter skeleton comprises of a one-pixel-width structure. Moreover, they are more robust, and have
better style as well as a more consistent structure than those obtained by current mathematical
skeletonization methods. We also demonstrate how our SkelGAN can synthesize more realistic font
character skeletons than the state-of-the-art supervised image-to-image (I2I) translation method [18],
when applied for font character skeletonization task.

2. Related Work
Skeletonization methods can be primarily divided into two categories: mathematical and neural
network approaches.

2.1 Mathematical Approaches
Over the years several algorithms have been proposed for extracting the skeleton of an image object.
We present the three most widely used skeletonization algorithms. The fast-parallel algorithm for
skeletonization [11] is the most widely used skeletonization algorithm owing to its robustness. It performs
continuous passes on the input image. In each pass, it removes pixels on the object borders (object in the
input image). This process continues until no more pixels can be removed.
An algorithm based on morphological thinning was proposed in [12]. It is based on the same principle as
that of the algorithm in [11], that is, it removes the pixels from the borders in each iteration until no pixel
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can be removed. However, it uses different rules for removing pixels to enhance the skeletonization process.
The medial axis thinning algorithm [13] uses an octree data structure to examine a 3×3×3 neighborhood
of a pixel. An iterative convolution is performed over the input image, and the pixels at each iteration are
removed until the input image cannot be further altered. Specifically, a group of pixels for removal are
selected and the resulting groups are sequentially reexamined to preserve image connectivity.
Further, there are various methods [10,19,20] that perform skeletonization from the object
segmentation. Usually, these methods are relatively sensitive to the artifacts of the given object shape.
Some methods [21-23] exploit gradient intensity maps for generating skeletons of objects like sky, sea,
etc. which usually require a prior object to be stifled. However, all existing approaches are sensitive to
noise. They often add pixels on the boundary of an object skeleton, and thus post-processing algorithms
such as redundant branch pruning [14] are required to remove noise and preserve connectivity. More
specifically, when these approaches are used for font-character skeletonization, which is more delicate
than natural-object skeletonization, they result in disjointedness; furthermore, they attach complicated
elements and produce serious artifacts as well as non-realistic skeletons. Some common problems of
these approaches are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Problems of existing skeletonization approaches. By column order: ground truth font, skeletons
generated by [11], [12], and [13] methods, respectively.

2.2 Neural Network Approaches
As deep learning technology advances, various methods have been proposed to extract skeletons using
neural networks. In some studies, the skeletonization problem has been regarded as a pixel-by-pixel
classification problem [24] which can be addressed by semantic segmentation.
DeepSkeleton [25] accomplished skeletonization from natural images using fully convolutional neural
networks [26]. Skeletonization has also been regarded as an I2I translation problem [27,28], where the
vanilla U-Net architecture [18] was modified for extracting skeletons from binary images. PSPU-SkelNet
[29] utilized three U-Nets for extracting the skeletons from a given shape point cloud. Some architectures
integrate convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) to achieve high
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performance in terms of visual recognition in tasks such as Chinese character recognition [30].
The aforementioned studies primarily focused on generating skeletons from natural images. However,
none of the skeletonization approaches using deep learning have been concerned with font images, which
are more delicate and stylish than natural images. The proposed skeleton generator extracts skeletons
from font characters, primarily from Korean Hangul characters, which contain stylish strokes, serifs, and
radicals. We consider this font character skeletonization (font-to-skeleton) to be an I2I translation
problem, where the goal is to learn the domain transfer function from a font image to its corresponding
skeleton. In the next section, we will define the proposed network architecture and loss functions.

3. Network Architecture
Recently, the U-Net architecture has been widely used in various I2I tasks, such as semantic segmentation, background masking, season transfer, and object transfiguration. The vanilla U-Net [18] consists of
an encoder–decoder generator with skip connections, and a PatchGAN discriminator.

3.1 Modification of U-Net Architecture
The vanilla U-Net architecture was designed for one-to-one mapping problems, whereas font-to-skeleton
is a one-to-many mapping problem, in which a single font character in the reference domain can have several
different skeleton styles in the target domain. Accordingly, we modified the vanilla U-Net architecture by
concatenating a style vector Vs and character class vector Vc to the encoded z vector in the latent feature
space. The style vector guides our network to generate the skeleton in various styles. On the other hand, the
character class vector is associated with the character content. These style and character vectors in our
network are one-hot encoded corresponding to the style and character class. The size of Vs and Vc are the
total number of styles and characters used for learning. Our decoder thus takes an input latent vector which
consists of z, Vs, and Vc instead of only encoded z vector (vanilla U-Net decoder).
Our discriminator is trained by solving multiple adversarial classification tasks simultaneously. We
modified the original PatchGAN discriminator [18], which outputs a multi-dimensional vector, where
each point of the vector corresponds to a N×N patch of the input image. The discriminator determines
whether the given patch is real or fake. Moreover, we added two fully connected classification layers at
the end of the discriminator. The first is a style classification (SC) layer (Fig. 2) and is trained to predict
the style of the generated skeleton, whereas the second is a character classification (CC) layer (Fig. 2)
and is trained to predict the character label of the generated skeleton (more details in Section 3.2). The
SkelGAN architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 Learning Objectives
The proposed SkelGAN utilizes four learning objectives: an adversarial loss, a style classification loss,
a character classification loss, and a L1 loss. Each one of these losses aim at imposing various properties
of the synthesized skeleton image yi.
Our discriminator estimates the probability that the samples come from a real distribution, i.e., training
data X, or belong to the artificially synthesized distribution Xi. This setting of generator and discriminator
corresponds to a min max optimization problem. This formulation helps in improving the visual
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Fig. 2. Our proposed skeleton generator with modified U-Net architecture. The input to this network is a
reference font image, x, which is downsampled via an encoder to extract the high-level features z. Here,
we combine these z features with a style vector Vs and a character class vector Vc. This latent is then
passed through a series of upsampling layers to generate the target skeleton image yi.
appearance of the generated images (look realistic). However, it does not take into consideration neither
the style nor contents of the generated images. More explicitly, we use the non-saturated GAN loss for
both the generator and discriminator. This loss is more stable and converges quickly, compared to the
saturated loss [31] used in the original U-Net architecture. This loss is formally defined as follows:
 , 
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,
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where x given to the generator is the input font image and it generates the corresponding skeleton image
yi (fake skeleton image) close to the ground truth skeleton y image such that the discriminator cannot
distinguish between the real and fake skeletons.
To handle the one-to-many mapping problem, where a single font character in the reference domain
may correspond to various skeleton styles in the target domain, we employed the style classification loss
(Losssc). This loss not only provides diversity on the generated skeletons, but also prevents the mode
collapse problem. The proposed style classification loss guides our generator to synthesize skeletons
conditioned to a particular font style by means of an input font image x. In our discriminator, we add a
style classification dense layer with the amount of styles in our training dataset. Hence the discriminator
job is not only to tell either the image is real or fake, but it also checks whether the generated skeleton is in
the same style as the target domains skeleton style. We utilize the cross-entropy loss, formally defined as




~

, 

∑
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where ̂ is the predicted probability distribution over the styles and  is the real style distribution.
Synthesized skeletons should be classified as the style  used to construct the input style conditioning
image x. The classifier is optimized with both real and fake samples drawn from X, Xi distributions,
respectively.
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We also experimentally demonstrate that, sometimes, the generator synthesizes skeleton characters that
do not semantically map to the actual target character (in terms of content). For example, “힝” and “잉”
are very close but semantically totally different Korean Hangul characters (demonstrated in Section 4.5,
second last row). To generate the accurate skeleton content, it is beneficial to use the character
classification loss (Losscc) in the discriminator. This loss guides the generator to generate skeletons with
the actual content. Losscc is trained using the character classification dense layer added at the end of
discriminator. Losscc is given by:
 = − ~  ∑
where

̂

 . Log ̂

,

(3)

is the predicted probability distribution over the character labels and

distribution. Synthesized skeletons should be classified as the character



is the real character

 . This classifier is only

optimized with real samples drawn from X distribution.
SkelGAN is trained with a paired dataset, i.e., every font image in the reference domain has its ground
truth skeleton in the target domain. Taking advantage of this supervised setting, the L1 loss (LossL1 which
is less blurry than LossL2) is also used to generate skeleton images that have the overall structure as those
in the target domain:
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The final objective is:
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4. Experimental Results
4.1 Training and Testing Datasets
There is no publicly available dataset of font characters and their corresponding ground truth skeletons;
therefore, we constructed a custom dataset to train and evaluate the proposed model. First, we selected 30
different font files based on diverse styles and then extracted the 2,350 most commonly used Korean Hangul
characters from each file (2,350×30 training images). Subsequently, we generated the corresponding
skeletons for these font characters using three mathematical approaches, as discussed in Section 2.1. Then,
by visually analyzing the results, we selected the method in [13] for training, as this method generated
reasonable font skeletons compared with the other approaches. Both the input font image and the target
skeleton image in the model are RGB with a size of 256×256×3 (three channels for RGB).
For testing, we used various unseen Korean font styles that are selected based on the overall appearance
and structure of the characters in the reference and target domains. The aim is to evaluate the ability of
the model to generate diverse skeletons in different styles.

4.2 Network Details and Parameter Settings
For our experiments, the input and output character images are both 256×256×3 (RGB). For our
generator, the encoder contains seven down-sampling layers. Every layer in the encoder consists of a
convolution operation followed by instance normalization and leaky ReLU activation function, except
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the first layer where instance normalization is not used. We used 2×2 stride in all layers, except the last,
where we have a stride of 1; the batch size was set to 1, and the learning rate was 0.0002, decayed by half
after 10 iterations. We trained our model using the Adam optimizer.
The decoder consists of seven up-sampling layers. Each layer has a deconvolution operation followed
by instance normalization and ReLU activation function. As an exception to the above operation flow,
instance normalization is not applied to the last layer of the decoder, and the Tanh activation function is
used instead of ReLU.

4.3 Qualitative Evaluation
For a qualitative evaluation of the generated skeletons, we visualized the skeleton images using the
proposed model and the baseline mathematical approach [13]. We used the python scikit-image library for
generating baseline method skeletons. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed skeleton generator is superior and
overcomes certain typical issues, such as noise on the border, inconsistent shapes, and unnecessary pixels.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison between Lee’s mathematical baseline approach and the proposed skeleton
generator: (a) original font image, (b) skeletons by [13], and (c) skeletons by SkelGAN.

4.4 Quantitative Evaluation
As perfect ground-truth skeletons are not available, commonly used quantitative metrics in many image
generation tasks cannot be computed. Therefore, we trained the SkleGAN to learn the inverse mapping
function, that is, skeleton-to-font. First, we trained SkelGAN to produce fonts using skeletons by the
baseline method.
Subsequently, we used skeletons obtained from the SkelGAN to synthesize the corresponding font
images (with the same network settings). As shown in Fig. 4, the fonts generated by the proposed method
are more realistic and non-blurry; furthermore, they have a consistent style and exhibit superior quality
over the fonts synthesized by the baseline method.
Thereby, perfect ground-truth font images are obtained, and thus we can compute the mean SSIM
(structural similarity index measure) and mean L1 distance of the fonts generated using the skeletons by
the proposed network and the fonts by the baseline skeletons. As shown in Table 1, the proposed skeleton
generator outperforms Lee’s baseline method [13] in terms of both the L1 distance and SSIM for all three
unseen styles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4. Examples of skeleton to font generation: (a) ground truth fonts, (b) skeletons by [13], (c) generated
fonts using skeleton image of (b), (d) skeletons by SkelGAN, and (e) generated fonts using skeleton image
of (d).
Table 1. Quantitative comparison between Lee’s method [13] and SkelGAN
Font style
KoPub WorldBatang Bold
Typo seemyoungjo
DXbomgyeolExB

Lee’s method [13]
L1 loss
SSIM
0.3191
0.9504
0.2912
0.9087
0.3222
0.9221

Proposed SkelGAN
L1 loss
SSIM
0.2723
0.9721
0.2714
0.9446
0.2155
0.9374

4.5 Comparison against the State-of-the-art
According to our knowledge, there is no method based on generative models which synthesize
skeletons of font character images. Pix2pix [18] is a state-of-the-art method for I2I translation and it has
shown impressive results in many I2I tasks like season transfer, edge-to-shoes, day-to-night image, etc.
Pix2pix works on paired datasets, i.e., every reference image must have its corresponding image in the
target domain sharing similar structural features. Hence, pix2pix is the most relevant method which can
be compared to our SkelGAN. For a fair comparison, we pretrained pix2pix method using the same
dataset, and finetuned them with the same unseen styles. Pix2pix is trained using the implementations
provided by the authors.
As shown in Fig. 5, our method produces finer skeletons than the baseline methods. Although pix2pix
can generate reasonable results whose general shape and styles represent the input font images. However,
it also contains some artifacts, such as edge noise and broken strokes.

4.6 Generalization Ability
To test the generalization capability of the proposed SkelGAN, we performed the following few
experiments.

4.6.1 Synthesizing unseen glyph images
This experiment is conducted to show that other than the glyph images seen in training, our model also
has the ability to synthesize skeletons for unseen characters, which are never seen by our model during
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both pretraining and finetuning. For this experiment, we choose 114 sample hangul characters that
represent the overall structure of all the other Korean Hangul characters. We then finetune our network
with these 114 characters. This finetuning process helps the network to learn the new skeleton style with
its specific style embedding. By doing this the pretrained model converges fast compared to the one
trained from scratch. After learning the new skeleton embedding during finetuning phase, SkelGAN
generates the rest of 2,236 skeletons in the newly learned style. Fig. 6 demonstrates a few unseen samples
of the generated skeletons from SkelGAN.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Comparison against baseline mathematical and deep learning methods: (a) ground truth fonts, (b)
skeletons by [13], (c) skeletons by [18], and (d) skeletons by SkelGAN.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Unseen characters rendered by SkleGAN: (a) ground truth unseen fonts, (b) skeletons by [13], and
(c) skeleton by SkelGAN.
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4.6.2 Cross language evaluation
We perform this cross-language evaluation to check the ability of SkleGAN on languages it has never
seen during pre-training and finetuning. For this experiment, we train our model with Korean hangul
characters with various styles. Then we feed unseen Chinese and English characters as the reference
input. As depicted in Fig. 7, our model can synthesize English alphabets and Chinese unseen language
characters, respectively, in acceptable quality. These results demonstrate the powerful generalization
ability of our model even for the cross-domain languages. Fig. 7 also demonstrates how the deep learning
baseline pix2pix method fails to generalize the cross-language synthesis task.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Examples of synthetic alphabets and Chinese characters, respectively: (a) ground truth fonts, (b)
skeletons by [18], and (c) skeletons by SkelGAN.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a highly effective skeletonization network, SkelGAN, that is based on a
modified U-Net architecture, which can handle font character skeletonization problem. State-of-the-art
skeletonization methods based on mathematical algorithms produce blurry, broken, and non-realistic
skeletons of font images. SkelGAN is based on an end-to-end generative adversarial network architecture.
We further propose a modified encoder–decoder and PatchGAN based architecture to handle our font
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skeletonization problem. We demonstrate through qualitative and quantitative experiments that the
proposed SkelGAN method outperforms existing baseline mathematical and deep learning methods. The
generalization capability of the proposed SkelGAN shows that it can be used for skeletonization on
unseen font characters and cross-languages as depicted in our experiments. In our future work, we will
focus on more challenging artistic font styles as currently SkelGAN doesn’t perform well on these
challenging cursive font styles.
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